Using paper Exeter Pounds

Getting Exeter Pounds

Paper Exeter Pounds can be used in our
member businesses in just the same way as
sterling notes.

We have traders in the main retail areas of
the city acting as exchange points for paper
Exeter Pounds. A full list of exchange points
is available on our website and can be
viewed on a map from our directory.

Paper Exeter Pounds are not legal
tender and are not exchangeable back
into sterling.
Only trader members can redeem paper
Exeter Pounds into their Exeter Pound
accounts at exchange points around the city.
Paper Exeter Pounds are the sole
responsibility of the Exeter Pound CIC.
For enquiries please call 01392 348101
or email info@Exeterpound.org.uk

Go to any of our exchange points and simply
exchange sterling cash for Exeter Pounds. £E1
for £1.
Ask for Exeter Pounds in your change when
spending at any Exeter Pound
member business.

About the designs
In January 2015, following the design of the Exeter Pound logo by Exeter College student, Lily
Bedingham, the people of Exeter were invited to help design the paper Exeter Pounds with a competition
to find eight artworks to be used on each side of the £E1, £E5, £E10 and £E20 notes. Professional
designers, photographers, amateur artists and an array of primary school children all rose to the challenge
and the mixed panel of independent judges had a tough job of selecting the final few. A shortlist of
designs for the £E1 note was put to a public vote with the help of the local paper, the Express & Echo.

Security
Guide

Security features incorporated
into your paper Exeter Pounds

Exeter Pound have also created a limited edition £E15 note to celebrate the Rugby World Cup coming to
our city, featuring Exeter Chiefs and England star Jack Nowell. This note will only be in circulation until 31st
December 2015.
With the help of local graphic designer Si Paull of Sound in Theory, the winning images have been
combined with a number of security features to produce a set of paper Exeter Pounds the city can be
proud of. Each of the designs captures something of Exeter’s character, celebrating its cultural and
sporting heritage, its creative spirit and thriving music scene.

£E1 features
'Castle Story' by Eden Valentine, 8
'Rainbow Hands' by Eden Valentine, 8

£E20 features
'Exeter Cathedral' artwork byGareth Williams
'Jo Pavey MBE' artwork by Gareth Williams

£E5 features
'Brazil vs. Exeter City FC 1914'
'Adam Stansfield, Exeter City FC' photograph by Phil Mingo

£E15 features
''World in Union' photograph
Jack Nowell, Exeter Chiefs' photograph by Clive Chilvers

£E10 features
'Exeter Cavern' photograph by Daniel Hillier
'Gandy Street' artwork by Spike Myers

www.ExeterPound.org.uk

www.ExeterPound.org.uk

Exeter Pound Security Features

Can I pay with a mix of paper Exeter Pounds and
sterling notes?
Yes, Exeter Pounds and sterling are equivalent in value
and so paying using a mix of the currencies is simple.
But remember that the more you use Exeter Pounds the
more that you will be helping your money to stay in
Exeter.
What happens for amounts of less than £E1?
£E1 is the smallest denomination of paper Exeter
Pounds and so amounts of pence will have to be given
in sterling when paying or when being given in change.
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Watermark
Security Watermark paper with a distinct Diamond
pattern - best viewed when held up to the light.
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This is a “UV Dull” paper that does not glow Blue under
UV (Ultra Violet) light as ordinary paper does.
There are invisible Red and
Blue UV fibres incorporated into the
paper. These fibres are 3mm long and
can be seen under a UV light source.

Numbering:
All notes are serially numbered in
White inside the Gold foil rectangle
on the face side. The serial number
is also repeated in black (below the
expiry date).
Check the foil
A rectangle containing the Exeter “E” is produced in Silver
holographic foil on the face side of each note - Unlike the
security hologram there is no pattern in this foil.
This is common to all denominations of note.
Fluorescent Inks
Each note value is printed with a special fluorescent colour
on both sides. The fluorescent colour also glows brightly
under UV light:
£E1 Fluorescent Orange
£E5 Fluorescent Orange
£E10 Fluorescent Green
£E20 Fluorescent Green
£E15 Fluorescent Green
Heat Reactive ink
The Exeter Pound Logo in the bottom left corner of all notes
is printed in a Pink Heat Reactive ink that will partially or
completely disappear when rubbed with a finger (creating
friction heat).
The image will re-appear once it returns to room temprature.
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Invisible UV
An Invisible UV (Pink) image
(repeat pattern of the Exeter “E”)
is printed on the face side of all
note types. This is only visible
under UV light.

This guide is to help cash users identify a
genuine £E.
Do not rely on just one security feature,
check a few.
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Do I have to be an Exeter Pound member to use the
Exeter Pounds?
No, all Exeter Pound member businesses will accept
paper Exeter Pounds but there is nothing to stop other
traders accepting them and everyone is able to buy
paper Exeter Pounds for sterling at our exchange points.
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If you think you have a counterfeit Exeter Pound call
01392 348101 or email
info@exeterpound.org.uk immediately.
We will carry out further checks and
if the Exeter Pound is genuine we will reimburse you.

Hologram
Each denomination of note has a unique Hologram shape:
£E1 Giraffe image
£E5 Football image
£E10 Phoenix image
£E20 Horse-chestnut tree image
£E15 Rugby ball image
The pattern in the Security
Hologram foil has small squares each
containing the following images
• Security (constant image)
• bonded (constant image)
• OK changes to } varies to the viewing angle.
• changes to OK } varies according to the viewing angle
• It is vital that some of the images are recognised in the foil
pattern.
N.B: Due to the spacing of the Hologram images and the size
of the Holograms - not all of the above images will appear in
every hologram.
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What should I do if I think I have a counterfeit Exeter
Pound?
Counterfeit Exeter Pounds are worthless.
Become familiar with the security features shown in this
guide so you can make easy checks when being offered
Exeter Pounds.
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